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Islesboro Harbor Committee
Regular Meeting
Thursday, April 27, 2017
6:00 PM
Town Office Meeting Room 

                                                M I N U T E S

Members Present: Chair Ken Smith,  Gabriel Pendleton, and Palmer Sargent
Ex-Officio: Earl MacKenzie 

Excused: Tom Daley, Robert Achorn, Mark Clayton and Gil Rivera

Chair Smith called the meeting to order at 6:00 PM.  There were only three voting members present
which was not enough to make a quorum so therefore the Chair decided to hold a work-
shop/informal meeting as there were people in the audience to address the Harbor Committee.  No
motions or votes were taken during this meeting.  

PEOPLE ADDRESSING THE HARBOR COMMITTEE

Dylan Purington read a letter, as well as submitted a hard copy for the record, regarding outhauls.
Please see letter and diagram attached. Ken Smith said that Gabe Pendleton and Mark Clayton are
working on language to insert into the Harbor Ordinance which will be devoted to outhauls.  As there
was not a quorum, no motions or decisions were made regarding Dylan’s request for permission to
rig an outhaul at the ferry. 

Melissa and Eric Jagger spoke to the Harbor Committee regarding their experiences in the use of
Moseley’s Float and wanted to also ask about the stabilization project.  The Jaggers have been
caretakers on Seal Island for almost two years and they say they use the Moseley dock almost daily
as they have school children to transport.  They are very appreciative of everything the Town has
done to help them.  They note that there is a small shed/garage on the land which will be close to the
stabilization project and is curious as to what will be taking place.  

Ken Smith told them that at this time the bid specs are being drawn up in hopes that this will go out
to bid soon with work not starting until after Labor Day at the request of the Town Manager.  
K. Smith said that Janet Anderson has asked Assistant Harbor Master, Robert Achorn, to oversee
the project.  Gabe Pendleton voiced his concern that there needs to be a job description for Robert
Achorn with clear guidelines on who is overseeing what parts of this project.  It was also discussed
that bidders may require money up front for materials and that a location might be needed where
materials can be stored prior to the start of construction. 

Regarding the use of the float, the Jaggers would like the town to perhaps provide more public
awareness about the ordinance and the rules regarding use of the float,  with the public being made
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aware that there is a reserved section for Seal Island.  They note that the “Reserved” sign on the float
is often faded and in need of painting.  They have had to take it upon themselves to paint the sign
and would rather not have to do this.  Gabe Pendleton said that a stencil should be made up and
someone other than the Jaggers should be keeping the sign painted.  Essentially, the Jagger’s want
to maintain a good rapport with townspeople and let them know that the reserved section of the float
is mandated in the ordinance.

LINCOLNVILLE HARBOR FACILITIES
Gabe Pendleton reported that he, Arch Gillies and Hanna Kerr recently attended a BOS meeting in
Lincolnville regarding updates to the Lincolnville harbor facilities. They are discussing the design
of a wider ramp that would both accommodate traps as well as a stretcher with some type of design
that would allow sides to come up or down.  They will also need a new float to accommodate the
new incline.  Gabe said a lot of people from the fishing community did speak at the meeting.  

This workshop adjourned at 6:40 PM. 

Respectfully submitted,

Peggy Pike
Secretary to the Islesboro Harbor Committee


